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Full Colour Cricket Scoreboards

Our Full Colour Video LED Scoreboard Screens combine an 
Electronic Scoreboard with a Dynamic Advertising Screen.

 X Scores and Time, combined with Club Videos, Team List, Club Information and Sponsor Adverts

 X Live TV can be streamed to the Screen

 X Slow Motion Replay and Recording available as an option

 X UK manufacture with UK developed Software, no subscription

 X Outdoor Use, Indoor Scoreboards available

 X Various mounting options are available, posts, frame or wall

 X Easily readable throughout the ground
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Full Colour Cricket Scoreboards

Features and Benefits

More than just a ‘Scoreboard’, not only will your screen show Teams, Scores and Times during a Cricket match but a 
multitude of information for your supporters such as Players info, Sponsors, Adverts, Videos, General Information and 
Competitions.

During a match or game you can show the scores and wickets as they happen, but in addition you can intersperse 
with adverts for sponsors. Before the match you can show the names and photos of the teams playing along with any 
video adverts for paying sponsors. During half time you can show information on raffles, general Club information and 
again sponsor adverts.

Full Colour LEDs
Our Scoreboards have full colour SMD LEDs 
giving high quality and high colour images.

Multi Use & Multi Sport
Scores, Information, Advertising, Videos, Training, 
can be used for multiple sports.

Outdoor
A range of outdoor LED Scoreboards.

Wireless Technology
Our scoreboards are integrated with the latest 
wireless connectivity.

Software
We have our own software packages developed in 
UK and can also connect to PlayCricketScorer.

British Manufacture
We have been manufacturing and supplying LED 
Scoreboards for over 40 years.

Weatherproof
Our outdoor scoreboards are fully weatherproofed 
to IP65-IP68.

Return on Investment
The screen also acts as an advertising board for 
sponsors giving you an income stream.

Training Sessions
Display performance videos and coaching 
instructions during player training sessions.

Power
Front access scoreboards have the lowest power 
requirement of other displays.

Standards
Our scoreboards are impact resistant and are CE 
and EMC marked.
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Total Flexibilty

Any Size, Any Layout, Any Colour
Whatever your requirement we have the size of 
scoreboard to suit your cricket ground and what’s more 
everything is changeable to suit your club.

You can change the background, colours, fonts, add 
logos, add a clock & change the score layout.

You can run pre-recorded or live video (with additional 
software), show sponsor adverts or Club information at 
any time before, during or after the match.

You might even choose to combine the two as shown 
below, running scores and video/adverts.

Swap to Video RunningCombining Scores and Video on this large 
Cricket Scoreboard - 13 metres by 6 metres

Change the 
BACKGROUND

Add a LOGO

Add a CLOCK

Change the 
COLOURS

576x384 pixels - Cricket format
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Popular Cricket Scoreboard Sizes

Most Popular Sizes of Cricket Scoreboards
We have a vast range of LED screens and scoreboards to suit. Shown below are a small selection of some of our 
most popular sizes, of course many other sizes and LED pitch are available. Please call us if you requirement is for a 
different size. 
Most of our scoreboards comprise of 960x960mm cabinets in various layouts, as below, with an LED pitch of 6.67mm 
(The distance between LEDs), but other LED pitch sizes are available.

Popular Sizes  -  Each Cabinet - 960 x 960mm - P6.67mm - 144 x 144 pixels 

Shown here are some examples of scoreboard layouts and colours. 
You can set out your scoreboard however you wish, if you’d like us to do a mock up of your particular design, then 
give us a call and we will be happy to. Many other sizes are available.

1920mm x 960mm   P6.67 - 288 x 144 pixels

The score pages will alternate pages showing the full score information, 
sponsor advert images and Club information pages can also be shown.

2880mm x 960mm    P6.67 - 432 x 144 pixels

The score pages will alternate pages showing the full score information, 
sponsor advert images and Club information pages can also be shown.

LED Scoreboard includes Delivery (UK Mainland), Software and 3 Yr Warranty

Model: 2x1

Model: 3x1

Installation
There are various options, but the main installation method is to install the full colour scoreboard onto poles within the 
ground or, alternatively, you can install the scoreboard onto a wall
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1920mm x 1920mm   P6.67 - 288 x 288 pixels

Full score information is shown on screen, video feed, sponsor adverts and Club information pages can be shown 
also.

Model: 3x2 - 2880mm x 1920mm   
P6.67 - 432 x 288 pixels

Model: 4x3 - 3840mm x 2880mm   
P6.67 - 576 x 432 pixels

Many other sizes are available

The LED Cricket Scoreboards are made up 
with our standard outdoor LED cabinets. 
Each cabinet is 960mm x 960mm, so you can 
make up any multiple of these, but the models 
shown here are some of the most popular.

Header/Footer Panel or Sponsor Panels
You have the option to install a Header or Footer Panel to the top and bottom of your full colour scoreboard or 
alternatively, Sponsor Panels each side of your screen. This can have your Club crest and name of Club in your 
Club colours, as well as Sponsor Adverts which of course you can sell to get revenue.

Popular Cricket Scoreboard Sizes

Model: 2x2

Model: 3x2 Model: 4x3
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Getting It Right !

Often Copied - Never Bettered !
LEDsynergy have been making LED Scoreboards for more than 40 years and 
we are very proud of the product that we offer our customers and here’s why.

 z LEDsynergy Video Scoreboard software is designed and developed in the 
UK by our own software developers. 

 z No ongoing Software Subscription, it’s yours once you buy it!

 z All our LED scoreboards are designed and built in the UK with high quality 
components.

 z We are an established Electronics Company with over 40 years in the 
Industry..

 z We have the BEST resolution as standard - crisper and more detailed.

 z Friendly advice, to ensure you get the best product for YOU and at the 
best price.

 z Finance available, please ask for details.

 z Installation available, call us for a quote.

 z With LEDsynergy there is no waffle or complicated explanation, we like to 
keep things as simple as they can be. 

Scoreboard for Multi Sports
Our Full Colour Scoreboards are extremely versatile in the way that they can 
be used. If your Stadium or ground is currently used by a number a different 
sporting clubs then we can set up the software on the LED scoreboard so that 
it can be utilised by all of the Clubs.

Shown here in the images below and right you can see examples of a screen 
which has a resolution of 576 x 384 pixels, shown in various layouts and 
various sports. You can see that the quality of the image is very clear and will 
give the supporter a very good view from around the stadium.

The layout and colours can be changed to suit the Club, for example the 
Football layout could be as the example shown on the right or alternatively 
as the rugby layout below and vice versa. You can easily switch between 
scoreboard view and video view or even combine the two. 

Adverts, video or Club information can be shown at any time too using the 
software at the touch of a button.

576x384 pixels - Cricket format576x384 pixels - Football live format

576x384 pixels - Football format

576x384 pixels - Rugby format
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Software for Scoreboards

LEDsynergy HTML Video Scoreboard Software
We have developed our own software to control our full colour video scoreboards.  It is very easy to use, before your 
LED scoreboard is installed we will set up all the technical elements of your software onto your PC controller, having 
already liaised with you to confirm layouts. 

Out video scoreboard software can connect to ‘Play Cricket Scorer’ software which most larger Clubs use as standard, 
so you can utilise their scoring software with our software giving you the facility of putting up sponsor adverts and Club 
information.

If you are a smaller Club and do not use ‘Play Cricket Scorer’, then you can use our own LEDsynergy simple-to-use 
video cricket software.

We can set up your software in a format that suits your sport, with text, images, colours and backgrounds to wow the 
crowds or just simply text on a plain background. D.L.S. can be shown if required or not.

Left - ‘Play Cricket Scorer’ Software
Integrated with our software it will run 
automatically.
Adverts & Club Information can be 
pre-programmed at the top to be 
shown as and when you wish.

Right - LEDsynergy Cricket Software
If you are not using ‘Play Cricket 
Scorer’ you can still use our software 
in manual format, clicking the buttons 
as shown as the scores happen.

Static Adverts, Videos & general Club 
Information can be programmed in at 
the top section and ‘played’ when you 
click the ‘run’ button.



As an established leader in the UK with over 40 years experience in the 
business of supplying programmable LED screens and LED displays, you can 
be sure that we’ll give you the right advice and excellent service, these are 
the values that we hold dear.

We are a British company and we pride ourselves in our commitment to our 
customers, product performance and quality of service. In the past 40 years 
or more we have installed in the region of over 20,000 LED screens and 
displays to a broad spectrum of clients.

As a British LED screen manufacturer we are able to offer a complete 
bespoke service from concept to commissioning offering you the most 
cost effective solution to your needs with the knowledge that your LED 
solution, including software, has been built here in the UK.

If you’d like to talk to us about how we can help you just call us. There’s no 
obligation and we don’t charge for quotations. We can work together to 
be sure that the LED display we offer you is absolutely the correct solution 
for your requirements.

For demonstrations and to view our extensive range of LED displays please 
contact us to arrange a visit to our showroom at our base in Andover, 
Hampshire. Just call us on 01264 303030.

British built - affordable  
satisfaction guaranteed
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Testimonials

“
”

Lovely Company to deal with, 
kept everything simple and a 
great success for all spectators

Minister of Sport, Guyana

“
”

I am over the moon!”

Quartermaster  
- Army Land Forces HQ

“
”

Well done, system all up and 
running for D-day, and very positive 
comments from all the staff.

Richard Aschough - Bank of England

“
”

Fantastic! - Replacing a 
scoreboard originally installed 
by LEDsynergy in the late 90’s!

Gerry Mc Mahon - Clyde FC

“
”

Brilliant, thanks for a wonderful 
service & product!

Chris Priddy - Qinetiq

“
”

The LED check -in signs are 
 working very well and appears 
to be speeding up our processes, 
a very good investment so far

Mark Mason - Center Parcs

Tel: 01264 303030    sales@LEDsynergy.co.uk

Safe contractorISO9001
Restriction of  

hazardous substances UK conformity Approved highways agency contractor

What we do

Accreditations

Made in Britain


